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Class 482 Rolling Stock

The Class 482 is similar in design to the 1992 stock on the
London Underground Central Line. However the trains on
this line operate under London Underground signalling
practices, and unlike their mainline counterpart are 
restricted to 65 kph. 

Due to budgetary constraints these trains have never had
in cab air conditioning installed, and in the interests ofin cab air conditioning installed, and in the interests of
personal safety it is advisable to find a means to keep
yourself hydrated and alert during hot days.

The Class 482 is the first train in use on the Waterloo 
and City to feature a station announcer system.
Unlike the trains on the main line, station messages are
only playable from the announcer, and not triggered by
automatic means. Please see the code list for moreautomatic means. Please see the code list for more
information.
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Operating the Class 482

The following controls are used to drive the 482 in bve;
unless they have been edited by the user:

Press 4 to pick up or put down the in pa handset. 
Press and hold 3 to talk, or release to stop talking. 
(Handset must be picked up)

Press F and V to change the Reverser to forwards or 
backwards. (Reverse only works in RM mode)backwards. (Reverse only works in RM mode)

Press Page up and down to select the drivng mode on the
MCS. 

Press Enter to sound the train whistle. (Use this when
entering or exiting the depot at all times.)

Press 7 to turn on the cab light. (Will only work when a 
driving mode has been selected)

Press delete to insert or remove the Rkl 220 key. Press delete to insert or remove the Rkl 220 key. 

Press Spacebar to twist the TBC (In order to drive the train 
manually you need to twist the handle so it can be moved 
backwards or forwards.  Please ensure you are in B3 
before twisting the handle, otherwise nothing will happen.
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Press F5 and F6 to open and close the train doors. F5 for 
left, and F6 for Right.

Press Z and Q to accelerate and brake. (This can be 
different if you have reconfigured your bve 
control settings).

Press 1 to hit the emergency stop plunger. 

Press insert to reset the tripcock.Press insert to reset the tripcock.
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Driving Modes

The following driving modes are selectable on the MCS:

Restricted Manual: In this mode the train can be driven 
forwards or backwards and the motor will not exceed 
14kph. Rm is used to shunt in to and out of Waterloo depot. 
When you reach the maximum speed permitted of 14kph 
an alarm will sound. Speeds in excess of this will result in 
an emergency brake application.an emergency brake application.

Full Speed manual: This will be your main driving mode, 
Unlike the trains on the central main line this train 
is restricted to 65kph.

Select: When leaving the cab and or changing ends select
this to key out. 
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Station Announcer
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                   Signalling
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Train Protection

In the event that you pass a signal at danger you must
follow the procedure below to reset the train:

First ensure that the Trip delay light is illuminated and the 
in cab alarm has sounded.

Make sure the tbc is in the stow position and switch 
the mcs to select, to switch out. 

Press Insert  to reset the tripcock and listen for the relay Press Insert  to reset the tripcock and listen for the relay 
click. 

The train will now be in Trip Delay mode, and for safety 
reasons a 3 minute time lag will be enabled before the 
train can be driven again in full speed manual 
mode.  

After resetting the system switch the MCS to RM mode, 
and proceed ahead remembering in RM the maximum and proceed ahead remembering in RM the maximum 
permitted speed is 14kph!

When the 3 minute delay expires the Trip Delay light will 
extingush and you can then switch back to full speed 
manual mode; resuming normal line speed.
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Beginners Driving Tutorial

To begin with switch the cab on by pressing Delete to 
Insert your RKL key.  Next switch the train to Restricted 
Manual mode by pressing Page down once; the cab light 
will extingush if the cab light is set to off, and the digital
speedometer should now illuminate.

As soon as the shunt signal clears sound the train whistle 
and proceed in to Waterloo platform 25 at no more than and proceed in to Waterloo platform 25 at no more than 
10kph. Stop at the stop marker and open the doors on the
correct side, in this case, the left side. F5.

Switch to Full speed manual by pressing page down again.

After receiving a clear aspect on the station starter Wk20, 
close the doors and after checking for a pilot light, depart 
in full motoring until the train reaches 30kph and maintain 
this speed. this speed. 

At the 55kph psr coast and upon sighting the 30kph psr, 
brake to 30kph and maintain this speed.

Upon sighting the 55kph psr resume full motoring to 50kph 
and coast for the upcoming 50kph psr.
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Signal Wk7 will always be displaying a red aspect, it will 
clear providing the route ahead is clear and will display 
your route;  40Kph for platform 8 and 15kph for platform 7. 
This depends of course on what platform you are 
timetabled to arrive at.

Do not always assume that signal WK7 will clear and 
be prepared to stop. be prepared to stop. 

Upon approaching the 25kph psr begin braking for the 
10kph approach psr. Remember to keep your speed to 
no more than 10kph or the train stops will not lower. 
Apply minimum motoring to maintain 10kph when 
necessary.

Stop the train at the stop marker and open the doors. 
Switch out and change ends.Switch out and change ends.

It is important that you keep to the psr of 10kph when 
driving in to either of the platforms at Bank, otherwise 
the approach train stops will not lower and you will 
spad the approach. 

In the event this happens please follow the Train 
Protection section to reset the Tripcock in this manual.
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Frequently Asked Questions
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Troubleshooting Appendix

I am aware of there being only two glitches in this route.
In the event that the plugin doesn’t fire up properly which
sometimes can very rarely happen, you will see some 
white boxes in the bottom right of the screen.
Simply exit and reload Openbve and this should
disappear.

In the event they don’t disappear then try reinstalling theIn the event they don’t disappear then try reinstalling the
route and train or resetting your machine.

Another issue I have found is that occasionally your virus
scanner may remove the vital .dll files from the train folder,
this too can cause the plugin not to fire up.

If you encounter any other problems not mentioned, report
them to the Bveworldwide forum.
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